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Abstract

We present BEEP (Biomedical Evidence-001
Enhanced Predictions), a novel approach002
for clinical outcome prediction that retrieves003
patient-specific medical literature and incorpo-004
rates it into predictive models.1 Based on each005
individual patient’s clinical notes, we train lan-006
guage models (LMs) to find relevant papers007
and fuse them with information from notes008
to predict outcomes such as in-hospital mor-009
tality. We develop methods to retrieve liter-010
ature based on noisy, information-dense pa-011
tient notes, and to augment existing outcome012
prediction models with retrieved papers in a013
manner that maximizes predictive accuracy.014
Our approach boosts predictive performance015
on three important clinical tasks in compari-016
son to strong recent LM baselines, increasing017
F1 by up to 5 points and precision@Top-K by018
a large margin of over 25%.019

1 Introduction020

Predicting the medical outcomes of hospitalized021

patients holds the promise of enhancing clinical de-022

cision making. With the advent of electronic health023

records (EHRs), more clinical data has become024

available to train AI models for outcome predic-025

tion (Rajkomar et al., 2018; Hashir and Sawhney,026

2020). In particular, language models pretrained on027

biomedical and/or clinical text are demonstrating028

increasing proficiency when fine-tuned for the task029

of predicting outcomes such as in-hospital mortal-030

ity or length of stay (van Aken et al., 2021).031

In this work, we explore a novel approach for032

improving clinical outcome prediction by dynam-033

ically retrieving relevant medical literature for034

each patient, and incorporating this literature into035

language models (LMs) trained for outcome pre-036

diction from clinical notes. This is in contrast037

to existing outcome prediction work that uses038

1Our code is available at https://anonymous.4open.science/
r/BEEP-NAACL-2022-Trial.
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Figure 1: Overview of BEEP. We retrieve literature rel-
evant to the patient description and an outcome of inter-
est, in-hospital mortality in this example. We combine
both sources of information to train a model to predict
the outcome with better accuracy.

only clinical notes (Boag et al., 2018; Hashir and 039

Sawhney, 2020). Recent LM-based approaches 040

van Aken et al. (2021) have designed pretraining 041

schemes over corpora of clinical notes and general 042

biomedical literature. This is in contrast to our 043

work, where we directly incorporate a literature 044

retrieval mechanism into our outcome prediction 045

model, by finding papers relevant to specific pa- 046

tient cases. Our approach, named BEEP (Biomed- 047

ical Evidence-Enhanced Predictions), is broadly 048

inspired by Evidence Based Medicine (EBM)— 049

a leading paradigm in modern medical practice 050

which calls for finding the “current best evidence” 051

to support optimal clinical decisions for each indi- 052

vidual patient (Sackett et al., 1996). 053

Our setting presents unique challenges. First, 054

our approach requires retrieving literature based on 055

noisy EHR notes containing multitudes of infor- 056

mation (e.g., medical history, ongoing treatments), 057

unlike orthogonal efforts on extracting and summa- 058

rizing scholarly information related to well-formed 059

questions (e.g., the efficacy of ACE inhibitors in 060

adult patients with type-2 diabetes) (Wallace, 2019; 061

Lehman et al., 2019; DeYoung et al., 2020, 2021). 062
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In addition, as our end task is predicting patient063

outcomes, another challenge lies in aggregating the064

retrieved literature in a way that maximizes predic-065

tion accuracy. Toward these challenges, we make066

the following key contributions:067

• Literature-Augmented Model. As illustrated068

in Figure 1, for each ICU patient and each target069

outcome to be predicted (e.g., mortality), our070

model retrieves papers from PubMed, encoded071

and fused together with the ICU admission note072

for making a final prediction. We present sev-073

eral architectures for retrieving papers and for074

aggregating and combining them with clinical075

notes. We make our code, cohort selection, paper076

identifiers and models publicly available.077

• Adding Literature Boosts Results. For evalua-078

tion, we measure both overall performance and079

precision/recall@Top-K, to account for the real-080

world scenario where “alarms” are only raised081

for high-confidence predictions to avoid alarm fa-082

tigue (Sendelbach and Funk, 2013). BEEP pro-083

vides substantial improvements over baselines,084

with strong gains in overall classification perfor-085

mance and precision@Top-K. For example, we086

improve F1 by up to 5 points and precision@Top-087

K by a large margin of over 25%.088

• Exploring Patient-Specific Retrieval. We ex-089

plore a range of sparse and dense retrieval ap-090

proaches, including language models, for the091

complex and underexplored task of retrieving092

relevant literature based on a patient’s noisy,093

information-dense clinical note. Our final re-094

trieval module employs a retrieve-rerank ap-095

proach that effectively retrieves helpful literature,096

as shown in our analysis (section 5).097

We hope our work opens new research directions098

for automatically scanning literature for patient-099

specific evidence, and combining it with EHR in-100

formation to boost accuracy of medical predictive101

models. Finally, our work raises the more general102

prospect of building predictive models that can dy-103

namically learn to retrieve literature for optimizing104

task accuracy, in medicine and other related areas.105

2 Related Work106

Patient-Specific Literature Retrieval. Since107

2014, the Text REtrieval Conference (TREC) has108

organized a series of challenges to advance research109

in this area. The TREC Clinical Decision Support110

(CDS) tracks focused on evaluating systems on the111

task of retrieving biomedical articles relevant for 112

answering generic clinical questions about patient 113

medical records (e.g., identifying potential diag- 114

noses, treatments, and tests) (Simpson et al., 2014; 115

Roberts et al., 2015, 2016). TREC CDS 2014 and 116

2015 used short case reports as idealized representa- 117

tions of medical records due to the lack of available 118

de-identified records. TREC 2016 shifted to using 119

real-world medical records from the Medical Infor- 120

mation Mart for Intensive Care (MIMIC) database 121

(Johnson et al., 2016).2 In our work, our focus is on 122

predicting clinical outcomes using ICU admission 123

notes and patient-specific retrieved literature. 124

Ueda et al. (2021) use contextualized rep- 125

resentations on more structured retrieval tasks 126

not involving clinical notes (Voorhees et al., 127

2021), leaving open the question of how large 128

pretrained language models (LMs) would fare on 129

long, noisy EHR text. We explore this by exper- 130

imenting with LMs for retrieval based on EHR text. 131132

Clinical Outcome Prediction. The idea of using 133

automated outcome prediction for assisting clin- 134

ical triage, workflow optimization, and hospital 135

resource management has received much interest 136

recently, especially given the conditions of the 137

COVID-19 pandemic (Li et al., 2020). Predictive 138

models based on structured (e.g., lab results) and 139

unstructured (e.g., nursing notes) information have 140

been built for key clinical outcomes including mor- 141

tality (Jain et al., 2019; Feng et al., 2020), length of 142

hospital stay (van Aken et al., 2021), readmission 143

(Jain et al., 2019), sepsis (Feng et al., 2020), pro- 144

longed mechanical ventilation (Huang et al., 2020), 145

and diagnostic coding (Jain et al., 2019; van Aken 146

et al., 2021). Increasingly, models have leveraged 147

unstructured text from notes since they can con- 148

tain key information for outcome prediction (Boag 149

et al., 2018; Jin et al., 2018). Most recently, van 150

Aken et al. (2021) attempted this using large pre- 151

trained LMs. Our work compares the performance 152

of a broader range of state-of-the-art pretrained 153

language models on outcome prediction tasks. 154

3 BEEP: Literature-Enhanced Clinical 155

Predictive System 156

Task & Approach Overview. Our goal is to 157

improve models for clinical outcome prediction 158

2Since 2017, the focus has switched to TREC-PM (pre-
cision medicine) tracks where articles are retrieved based on
short structured queries with attributes such as patient condi-
tion and demographics, a less realistic scenario.
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Figure 2: Complete system pipeline, unpacking the high-level overview seen in Figure 1. For a given patient
ICU admission note, the literature retrieval module first retrieves relevant biomedical abstracts from a clinical
outcome-specific index, then reranks a top-ranked subset of abstracts. The outcome prediction module aggregates
information from these reranked abstracts and fuses it with the admission note to make the final prediction

from EHR notes by augmenting them with relevant159

biomedical literature. BEEP consists of two main160

stages: (i) literature retrieval, and (ii) outcome pre-161

diction. We also briefly experiment with a formu-162

lation that trains both jointly (details in section 4).163

Given a patient EHR note Q and a clinical out-164

come of interest y, the first stage is to identify a set165

of biomedical abstracts Docs(Q) = {D1, ..., Dn}166

from PubMed3 that may be helpful in assessing the167

likelihood of the patient having that outcome. The168

next stage is to augment the input to an EHR-based169

outcome prediction model with these retrieved ab-170

stracts (Q ∪ Docs(Q)) and predict the final out-171

come. Figure 1 provides a high-level illustration of172

BEEP, and Figure 2 unpacks it with more detail.173

Next, we describe our system’s main components.174

3.1 Literature Retrieval Module175

Our literature retrieval module consists of three176

components: (i) an index of biomedical abstracts177

pertaining to the outcome of interest, (ii) a retriever178

that retrieves a ranked list of abstracts relevant to179

the patient note from the index, and (iii) a reranker180

that reranks retrieved abstracts using a stronger181

document similarity computation model. For the182

retriever, we experiment with both sparse and dense183

models. We follow the standard retrieve-rerank ap-184

proach, which has been shown to achieve good bal-185

ance between efficiency and retrieval performance186

(Dang et al., 2013), and has recently also proved187

useful for large-scale biomedical literature search188

(Wang et al., 2021). In the retrieval step, we priori-189

tize efficiency, using models that scale well to large190

document collections but are not as accurate, to re-191

turn a set of top documents. In the reranker step, we192

prioritize retrieval performance by running a com-193

putationally expensive but more accurate model on194

the smaller set of retrieved documents.195

3https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov

3.1.1 Outcome-Specific Index Construction 196

Since we are interested in identifying information 197

related to a specific outcome for a patient, we be- 198

gin by constructing an index of all abstracts from 199

PubMed relevant to that outcome to limit search 200

scope. To gather all abstracts relevant to a clinical 201

outcome, we first identify MeSH (Medical Subject 202

Heading) terms associated with the outcome by 203

performing MeSH linking on the outcome descrip- 204

tions using scispaCy (Neumann et al., 2019). These 205

associated MeSH terms are then used as queries to 206

retrieve abstracts.4 For some MeSH terms that are 207

too broad (e.g., “mortality”), we include additional 208

qualifiers (e.g., “human”) to make sure we do not 209

gather articles that are not relevant to our overall 210

patient cohort. Appendix A lists the final set of 211

queries used for all clinical outcomes considered 212

in this work. Abstracts retrieved via this process 213

are used to construct the outcome-specific index. 214

3.1.2 Sparse Retrieval Model 215

The sparse retrieval model returns top-ranked ab- 216

stracts based on cosine similarity between TF-IDF 217

vectors of MeSH terms for the query (clinical note) 218

and the documents (outcome-specific abstracts). 219

MeSH terms from abstracts are extracted by run- 220

ning scispaCy MeSH linking over the abstract text. 221

PubMed MeSH tagging is done only at the abstract 222

level, and does not reflect actual term frequency in 223

the text, requiring our extraction step. However, 224

extracting MeSH terms from clinical notes requires 225

a more elaborate pipeline, due to two major issues: 226

• Entity type and boundary issues: Off- 227

the-shelf entity extractors like scispaCy and 228

cTAKES (Savova et al., 2010) extract some en- 229

tity types that are uninformative for relevant lit- 230

erature retrieval, e.g., hospital names, references 231

4https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK25499/
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to family members, etc. They also have a ten-232

dency to ignore important qualifiers. For exam-233

ple, given a sentence containing the entity “right234

lower extremity pain”, both extractors returned235

“extremity” and “pain” as separate entities.236

• Negated entities: Clinical notes have a high237

density of negated entities (up to 50% of (Chap-238

man et al., 2001)). These entities must be iden-239

tified and discarded prior to literature retrieval240

to avoid retrieving articles about symptoms and241

conditions that are not exhibited by the patient.242

To handle these issues, we train an entity ex-243

traction model that focuses on problems, tests,244

and treatments with empirically good coverage245

of important qualifiers (Uzuner et al., 2011). We246

then filter negated entities with negation detection247

(Harkema et al., 2009) and perform entity linking248

to MeSH terms. For more information and imple-249

mentation details see Appendix B.250

3.1.3 Dense Retrieval Model251

We add a dense retrieval model to complement252

the sparse retriever, an approach that has shown253

promise in recent work (Gao et al., 2021). Our254

dense retrieval model maps clinical notes (queries)255

and biomedical abstracts (documents) to a shared256

dense low-dimensional embedding space. Comput-257

ing similarity between these encoded vectors al-258

lows for softer matching beyond surface form. For259

dense retrieval, we use a BERT-based bi-encoder260

model. We use a bi-encoder to support scaling to261

large document collections, as opposed to cross-262

encoder models which are much slower (e.g., (Gu263

et al., 2021)). We use PubmedBERT (Gu et al.,264

2021) as the encoder and train our bi-encoder using265

the dataset from the TREC 2016 clinical decision266

support task (Roberts et al., 2016). For more de-267

tails, see Appendix B. Our bi-encoder achieves268

mean precision@10 score of 45.67 on TREC 2016269

data in 5-fold cross-validation, comparable to state-270

of-the-art results (Das et al., 2020).271

3.1.4 Reranker Model272

The reranker model takes a subset of top-ranked273

documents from both the sparse and dense retrieval274

models and rescores them. We use a BERT-based275

cross-encoder model for reranking, prioritizing276

ranking performance over efficiency on this smaller277

subset. Given a query clinical note Q and an ab-278

stract document Di, we run a PubmedBERT-based279

encoder over the concatenation of both ([CLS]280

Q [SEP] Di [SEP]) to compute an embedding281

EQDi . This embedding is run through a linear layer 282

to produce a relevance score, trained using cross- 283

entropy loss with respect to document relevance 284

labels from the TREC 2016 dataset. Our cross- 285

encoder achieves a mean precision@10 score of 286

48.33 on TREC 2016 in 5-fold cross-validation, 287

which is also comparable to state-of-the-art perfor- 288

mance on TREC CDS 2016 (Das et al., 2020). 289

From the top-ranked documents returned by the 290

reranker, the top k are selected5 to be passed along- 291

side the patient clinical note to the outcome predic- 292

tion module, which we describe next. 293

3.2 Outcome Prediction Module 294

The goal of this module is to compute an aggre- 295

gate representation from the set of top k abstracts 296

relevant to the clinical note, and then predict the 297

outcome of interest using this aggregate represen- 298

tation and the note representation. 299

3.2.1 Aggregation Strategies 300

Let Docs(Q) = D1, ..., Dk be the set of rele- 301

vant abstracts retrieved for clinical note Q and 302

BERT(X) be the encoder function that returns 303

an embedding EX given a document X . We 304

experiment with four different strategies to 305

compute an aggregate literature representation for 306

Docs(Q), which we denote by LR(Q). 307308

Averaging. Averaging encoder representations: 309

LR(Q) =
1

k

k∑
i=1

BERT(Di) (1) 310

Weighted Averaging. Weighted average of en- 311

coder representations: 312

LR(Q) =
1∑k

i=1wi

k∑
i=1

wi · BERT(Di) (2) 313

where weights wi are the relevance scores com- 314

puted by the reranker. The final outcome is 315

computed by concatenating note representation 316

BERT(Q) with LR(Q) and running this through 317

a linear layer. 318

We also concatenate the note embedding with 319

each abstract (EQDi = [BERT(Q); BERT(Di)]), 320

run outcome prediction and aggregate output prob- 321

abilities as follows. 322

Soft Voting. Averaging per-class probabilities 323

from k outcome prediction runs: 324

p(y = c) =
1

k

k∑
i=1

p(y = c|EQDi) (3) 325

5We treat k as a hyperparameter, see appendix C.
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Outcome 0 1 2 3

PMV 3,776 3,335 - -
MOR 43,609 5,136 - -
LOS 5,596 16,134 13,391 8,488

(a) Class distribution for all outcomes. For PMV, classes 0
and 1 refer to cases that don’t/do require prolonged ventilation.
For MOR, classes 0 and 1 refer to patients that don’t/do die
in admission. For LOS, classes 0-3 refer to stay lengths of <3
days, 3-7 days, 1-2 weeks, and >2 weeks respectively.

Outcome Train Dev Test #Articles

PMV 5,691 712 708 81,311
MOR 33,997 4,918 9,830 90,125
LOS 30,421 4,391 8,797 93,594

(b) Training, development and test splits, and total number
of PubMed articles in our outcome-specific index for each
clinical outcome.

Table 1: Data statistics per outcome

Weighted Voting. Weighted average of per-class326

probabilities from k outcome predictions runs:327

p(y = c) =
1∑k

i=1wi

k∑
i=1

wi · p(y = c|EQDi)

(4)328

329 4 Experiments & Results330

We test our system on the task of predicting clinical331

outcomes from patient admission notes. Predicting332

outcomes from admission notes can help with early333

identification of at-risk patients and assist hospi-334

tals in resource planning by indicating how long335

patients may require hospital/ICU beds, ventilators336

etc. (van Aken et al., 2021).337

4.1 Clinical Outcomes338

We evaluate our system on three clinical outcomes:339

• PMV: Prolonged mechanical ventilation predic-340

tion, identifying whether a patient will require341

ventilation for >7 days (Huang et al., 2020).342

• MOR: In-hospital mortality prediction, identify-343

ing whether a patient will survive their current344

admission (van Aken et al., 2021).345

• LOS: Length of stay prediction is the task of346

identifying how long a patient will need to stay347

in the hospital. We follow van Aken et al. (2021)348

and group patients into four major categories349

based on clinician recommendations: <3 days,350

3-7 days, 1-2 weeks, and >2 weeks.351

PMV and MOR are binary classification tasks,352

while LOS is a multi-class classification task. We353

predict these outcomes from patient admission 354

notes extracted from the MIMIC III v1.4 database 355

(Johnson et al., 2016), which contains de-identified 356

EHR data including clinical notes in English from 357

the Intensive Care Unit (ICU) of the Beth Israel 358

Deaconess Medical Center in Massachusetts be- 359

tween 2001 and 2012. For PMV, we follow the 360

cohort selection process from Huang et al. (2020) 361

while for MOR and LOS, we follow van Aken et al. 362

(2021), resulting in the data splits shown in Ta- 363

ble 1b. Table 1b also shows the numbers of relevant 364

PubMed articles for all three clinical outcomes. 365

4.2 Selecting the Encoder Language Model 366

Since the encoder used for outcome prediction 367

needs to produce representations for both clinical 368

notes and relevant abstracts, we choose language 369

models that have been pretrained on both biomed- 370

ical and clinical text. We evaluate the following 371

models on outcome prediction (without literature 372

augmentation) to choose a suitable encoder: 373

• ClinicalBERT (Alsentzer et al., 2019): Clini- 374

calBERT further pretrains BioBERT (Lee et al., 375

2020), a biomedical language model, on EHR 376

notes from MIMIC III. We evaluate both ver- 377

sions: one trained on discharge summary notes 378

only, and one trained on both discharge sum- 379

maries and nursing notes. 380

• CORe (van Aken et al., 2021): CORe further 381

pretrains BioBERT with a next sentence predic- 382

tion objective on sentences describing admis- 383

sions and outcomes. CORe jointly trains on EHR 384

notes and biomedical articles. 385

• BLUEBERT (Peng et al., 2019): BLUEBERT 386

further pretrains BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) 387

jointly on EHR notes and PubMed abstracts. 388

• UMLSBERT (Michalopoulos et al., 2021): 389

UMLSBERT further pretrains ClinicalBERT on 390

EHR notes from MIMIC, with tweaks to the 391

architecture and pretraining objective to incor- 392

porate conceptual knowledge from the Unified 393

Medical Language System (UMLS) Metathe- 394

saurus (Schuyler et al., 1993). 395

Note that in this experiment, we predict clinical 396

outcomes from patient admission notes only, with- 397

out incorporating literature. We also use weighted 398

cross-entropy loss to manage class imbalance (see 399

Appendix B). Table 5 in the Appendix shows the 400

performance of the above language models on the 401

validation sets for all clinical outcomes. We select 402
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PMV MOR LOS

Model AUROC Micro F1 Macro F1 AUROC Micro F1 Macro F1 AUROC Micro F1 Macro F1

BLUEBERT 54.27 53.25 51.64 81.49 89.11 62.69 73.22 45.66 44.18
+Avg 57.21 54.66 52.32 83.90 90.52 61.62 71.66 45.22 40.66
+SVote 58.16 56.07 52.63 84.21 90.60 61.00 72.54 46.02 42.46
+WVote 57.71 57.91 56.67 84.00 90.45 61.02 71.49 44.82 39.55
+WAvg 57.59 55.65 52.21 84.26 90.44 60.49 72.58 45.90 42.39

UMLSBERT 56.44 56.07 54.97 83.34 87.93 66.93 72.19 43.12 42.20
+Avg 58.36 56.50 54.62 84.02 90.41 60.28 72.25 45.61 41.58
+SVote 55.92 54.66 50.94 83.30 84.82 67.23 72.14 45.55 42.12
+WVote 59.43 56.07 54.26 84.65 90.62 62.93 72.71 46.44 42.71
+WAvg 59.30 56.50 53.70 83.59 90.35 59.61 71.02 44.58 39.95

Table 2: Performance of baseline and literature-augmented outcome prediction models on all clinical outcomes. We
note that LOS is a multiclass target; we observe substantial gains in 2/4 of the classes (Table 10 in the Appendix).

the top-performing language models BLUEBERT403

and UMLSBERT for our remaining experiments.6404

4.3 Literature Augmentation Results405

We provide two sets of results: for overall perfor-406

mance, and for high-confidence predictions.407

Overall Performance. Table 2 shows the overall408

performance of our literature-augmented outcome409

prediction system on all three clinical outcomes.410

We test our system using both UMLSBERT and411

BLUEBERT as encoders, as well as all four litera-412

ture aggregation strategies. We report three metrics413

for each setting: (i) area under the receiver oper-414

ating characteristic (AUROC), (ii) micro-averaged415

F1 score, and (iii) macro-averaged F1 score. From416

Table 2, we observe that incorporating literature417

leads to performance improvements on two of three418

clinical outcomes, PMV and mortality. On LOS419

prediction, results are more mixed, with minor im-420

provements on micro F1 but no improvements on421

other metrics. Comparing BLUEBERT and UMLS-422

BERT, variants that use UMLSBERT do slightly423

better on PMV and mortality, while results on LOS424

are more mixed. Comparing across literature aggre-425

gation strategies, there is no clear winner, though426

voting-based strategies seem to have a slight advan-427

tage, especially on UMLSBERT.428

Evaluating High-Confidence Predictions. In429

addition to standard evaluation, we evaluate the430

top 10% high-confidence predictions per class for431

all models (precision/recall@TOP-K), informative432

for two key reasons. First, when using automated433

outcome prediction systems in a clinical setting,434

it is reasonable to only consider raising alarms435

6We also experiment with CORe but observe consistently
lower scores (Table 8 in Appendix F).

No PMV PMV

Model Prec@10 Rec@10 Prec@10 Rec@10

BLUEBERT 52.86 9.95 55.71 11.61
+Avg 64.29 12.1 60.0 12.5
+SVote 61.43 11.56 64.29 13.39
+WVote 62.86 11.83 52.86 11.01
+WAvg 58.57 11.02 52.86 11.01

UMLSBERT 58.57 11.02 57.14 11.90
+Avg 67.14 12.63 64.29 13.39
+SVote 61.43 11.56 62.86 13.1
+WVote 64.29 12.1 64.29 13.39
+WAvg 68.57 12.9 62.86 13.1

(a) For PMV

No MOR MOR

Model Prec@10 Rec@10 Prec@10 Rec@10

BLUEBERT 99.8 11.15 46.39 23.62
+Avg 99.59 11.13 68.91 17.81
+SVote 99.69 11.14 73.39 16.55
+WVote 99.59 11.13 68.36 16.94
+WAvg 99.8 11.15 69.46 16.07

UMLSBERT 99.8 11.15 42.06 39.21
+Avg 99.59 11.13 69.07 15.78
+SVote 99.8 11.15 40.69 38.72
+WVote 99.49 11.12 68.44 19.94
+WAvg 100.0 11.17 68.92 14.81

(b) For MOR

Table 3: Precision and recall scores for top 10% high-
confidence predictions per class.

for high-confidence positive predictions to avoid 436

alarm fatigue (Sendelbach and Funk, 2013). Sec- 437

ond, high-confidence predictions for both positive 438

and negative classes can be used to reliably assist 439

with hospital resource management (e.g., predict- 440

ing future ventilation and hospital bed needs). 441

Tables 3a and 10 show the precision/recall- 442

@TOP-K scores for all models on prolonged me- 443

chanical ventilation, mortality, and length of stay 444

prediction. In Table 3a, we see that our literature- 445

augmented models achieve much higher precision 446

scores than the baseline (∼9-12 points higher in 447

most cases) for the PMV negative class. We also 448
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see higher precision scores than the baseline for449

the positive class (∼5-9 points higher in most450

cases). This is a strong indicator that our literature-451

augmented pipeline might offer more utility for452

PMV detection in a clinical setting than using EHR453

notes only. Table 3b shows similarly encourag-454

ing trends for mortality prediction. The mortality455

prediction dataset is the most skewed of the three456

datasets, and therefore we do not see much perfor-457

mance difference across models on the negative458

class. However, on the positive class, our literature-459

augmented models show dramatic increase in pre-460

cision. In particular, BLUEBERT-based literature461

models show an increase in precision of ∼22-27462

points, at the expense of only ∼6-7 point drop in463

recall relatively to non-literature models.7 This464

also indicates that literature-augmented mortality465

prediction might be more precise and reliable in466

a clinical setting than using clinical notes alone.467

From Table 10 (Appendix H), we can see that for468

LOS prediction, our models show clear gains (∼2-469

5 points) on classes 1 and 2 (i.e., 3-7 days and470

1-2 weeks), and minor gains for some variants on471

class 3 (>2 weeks). We also perform an alternate472

evaluation in which we only score predictions from473

our literature-augmented models that show a rela-474

tive confidence increase of at least 10% over the475

baseline prediction, presented in Appendix H.476

Learning To Retrieve Using Outcomes. BEEP477

trains separate models for literature retrieval and478

outcome prediction. Inspired by Lee et al. (2019),479

we develop a learning-to-retrieve (L2R) formula-480

tion that trains both jointly to ensure that the re-481

triever can learn from outcome feedback. However,482

our L2R model does not improve performance over483

BEEP (results in Table 7 in Appendix E). We pro-484

vide discussion for potential reasons in Appendix E.485

This is an interesting direction for future work.486

5 Analysis and Discussion487

Given BEEP’s improved performance, we further488

assess the utility of retrieved literature and cases489

where adding literature is particularly helpful.490

Diversity of retrieved literature. As a prelimi-491

nary analysis, we evaluate the diversity of the ab-492

stracts retrieved for admission notes in our datasets,493

as a proxy for the degree to which literature is per-494

sonalized to specific patient cases. For the 100495

7Note that since the MOR class is rare, a larger recall drop
could still translate to a small number of incorrect cases only

most frequently retrieved abstracts for each clinical 496

outcome, Figures 4a, 4b, and 4c in Appendix H 497

show proportions of patient notes for which these 498

abstracts are judged as relevant by our retrieve- 499

rerank pipeline. From these histograms, we see 500

a stark difference for LOS which is much less di- 501

verse than both PMV and MOR, indicating that 502

the literature retrieved for length of stay prediction 503

may be less personalized to patient cases than the 504

literature retrieved for other outcomes. We leave 505

to future work exploration of diversifying retrieved 506

papers across patients and examining the effect on 507

outcome prediction performance.8 508

Qualitative examination of retrieved literature. 509

We qualitatively examine literature retrieved for 510

cases in which our model shows large confidence 511

increases over the baseline to determine its utility 512

in making the right prediction. We study increases 513

in both directions, i.e. cases in which adding litera- 514

ture resulted in a confidence increase in either the 515

correct outcome label (good) or incorrect outcome 516

label (bad). For each clinical outcome, a bio-NLP 517

expert looked at the top 5 cases from each category 518

based on the magnitude of confidence increase (to- 519

tal 10 cases per outcome). For each case, the expert 520

looks at the top 5 abstracts retrieved for the case 521

(total 50 abstracts per outcome) and assigns each 522

abstract to one of 8 categories we define for cate- 523

gorizing degree of relevance and type of evidence 524

provided, including retrievals considered helpful 525

and unhelpful. For example, see Table 4 (evidence 526

type column; more in Appendix). 527

As seen in Table 4, for helpful categories, re- 528

trieved literature matches patient characteristics 529

(especially current condition) and includes eviden- 530

tial links between outcome of interest and patient 531

conditions/treatment. In the first case, the retrieved 532

abstract provides evidence that patients with cirrho- 533

sis have high mortality in the first 48 hours of in- 534

tubation, entails the patient might not undergo pro- 535

longed ventilation. In the second case, the abstract 536

lists comorbidities associated with in-hospital mor- 537

tality (outcome of interest), but none are present in 538

the patient under consideration, which can be taken 539

as weak indication that the patient may survive. 540

Similarly, for the third case, the retrieved abstract 541

mentions that cirrhotic patients may have longer 542

hospital stays if they are on mechanical ventilation. 543

8We perform an ablation in which we use only the retrieved
literature for prediction, showing quantitative evidence for the
utility of retrieved literature (see Appendix G).
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Patient EHR Retrieved Abstract Evidence Type Outcome

CHIEF COMPLAINT: liver tranplant
PRESENT ILLNESS: ...s/p liver tran-
plant...Dx: ESLD secondary to alcoholic
cirrhosis.
MEDICAL HISTORY: EtOH Cirrhosis

Retrospective review of data of 73 con-
secutive patients with cirrhosis requir-
ing MV...majority of patients, 51/64
(79.7%), dying in the first 48 hours of
intubation...

Patient condition
and outcome
directly related

No PMV

CHIEF COMPLAINT: Aortic dissection
PRESENT ILLNESS: ...72-year-old
woman...chest pain...had type A aortic
dissection...an intramural hematoma...proceed
with surgery...
MEDICAL HISTORY: HTN Renal failure

Acute type A aortic dissection presents
a formidable challenge...the most im-
portant variables associated with in-
hospital mortality in patients undergo-
ing surgery for this condition...suggests
that CPB time, diabetes mellitus and
postoperative bleeding are the main de-
terminants of in-hospital death.

Known outcome
indicators not
present in
patient

No MOR

CHIEF COMPLAINT: Dyspnea, fever
PRESENT ILLNESS: 58F w/ HCV cir-
rhosis...requiring BiPAP, ultimately ur-
gent intubation... extubated ... short of
breath...
MEDICAL HISTORY: HCV cirrhosis

...study identifies specific predictors of in-
creased mortality and resource utilization
in cirrhotic patients...Increased LOS in
the MICU was associated with mechan-
ical ventilation...

Ongoing
treatment and
outcome related

LOS >2
weeks

Table 4: Qualitative examples of retrieved literature that is helpful for increasing prediction confidence of the
correct outcome. Case 1 shows an example of retrieved literature that strongly matches patient condition and
provides direct evidence linking it to the outcome of interest. Case 2 shows an example with indirect evidence,
in which retrieved literature lists outcome indicators not present in the patient. Case 3 shows an example of
retrieved literature describing a link between patient’s ongoing treatment and outcome of interest. green: patient
characteristics; blue: outcome of interest; red: known indicators of the outcome measure not present in the patient.

Figure 3: Literature categorization for both correct and
incorrect outcome cases. For PMV and MOR, retrieved
literature for correct cases is more often categorized as
helpful, and unhelpful literature dominates for incor-
rect cases. For LOS, literature for both categories is
more often categorized as unhelpful.

This matches our patient’s treatment history since544

she has cirrhosis and was briefly intubated and ex-545

tubated, before experiencing shortness of breath546

again. Given this, the patient might have a longer547

length of stay. Conversely, unhelpful retrieved liter-548

ature often does not match patient characteristics or549

may not contain evidence relevant to the outcome.550

See more example explanations in Appendix I.551

Figure 3 presents the distribution of helpful and552

unhelpful categories for both kinds of cases for all553

outcomes. We can see that for correct outcome554

cases from both PMV and mortality, retrieved liter- 555

ature is more frequently assigned to one of the help- 556

ful categories, while for incorrect outcome cases, 557

retrieved literature is more frequently assigned to 558

one of the unhelpful categories. For LOS, unhelp- 559

ful categories dominate both types of cases, espe- 560

cially prevalent in incorrect outcomes. 561

6 Conclusion 562

In this paper, we introduced BEEP, a system that 563

automatically retrieves patient-specific literature 564

based on intensive care (ICU) EHR notes and uses 565

the literature to enhance clinical outcome predic- 566

tion. On three challenging tasks, we obtain sub- 567

stantial improvements over strong recent baselines, 568

seeing dramatic gains in top-10% precision for mor- 569

tality prediction with a boost of over 25%. 570

Our hope is that this work will open new research 571

directions into bridging the gap between AI-based 572

clinical models and the Evidence Based Medicine 573

(EBM) paradigm in which medical decisions are 574

based on explicit evidence from the literature. An 575

interesting direction is to incorporate evidence iden- 576

tification and inference (Wallace, 2019; DeYoung 577

et al., 2020) directly into our retrieval and predic- 578

tive models. Another important question to explore 579

relates to the implications our approach has on in- 580

creasing the interpretability of clinical AI models. 581
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3725.816

A PubMed Queries Per Outcome817

Following are the MeSH terms that we use to818

retrieve literature from PubMed to construct the819

outcome-specific index for each clinical outcome820

under consideration:821

• Prolonged Mechanical Ventilation (PMV):822

“Respiration, Artificial”. We also query us-823

ing the terms “Ventilation, Mechanical” and824

“Ventilator Weaning” but do not find any new825

results.826

• In-Hospital Mortality (MOR): “Hospital827

Mortality”, “Mortality+Humans+Risk Fac-828

tors”. Note that the “+” operator is interpreted829

as AND by PubMed search.830

• Length of Stay (LOS): “Length of Stay”. All831

other MeSH terms from the tagger are aliases832

of this term.833

B Implementation Details834

Entity Extraction. First, we extract entities from835

clinical notes using a model trained on the i2b2836

2010 concept extraction dataset (Uzuner et al.,837

2011). This dataset consists of clinical notes838

annotated with three types of entities: problems,839

tests, and treatments. These entity types cover the840

pertinent medical information that can be used841

to retrieve abstracts relevant to a clinical note.842

Moreover, the i2b2 guidelines require annotators843

to include all qualifiers within an entity span, so844

training a model on these annotations should bias845

it towards including pertinent entity qualifiers.846

Our entity extraction model uses a BERT-based847

language model to compute token representations,848

followed by a linear layer to predict entity labels.849850

We use ClinicalBERT (Alsentzer et al., 2019)851

as the the language model to train our i2b2 entity852

extractor. Table 6 shows the performance of our853

model on the i2b2 2010 test set. These numbers are854

close to the exact F1 scores reported by Alsentzer855

et al. (2019) on i2b2 2010 (87.8).856

Entity Filtering. After extracting entities, we 857

filter out all negated entities. Negated entities are 858

detected using the ConText algorithm for negation 859

detection from clinical text (Harkema et al., 2009). 860

We use the implementation of ConText negated 861

entity detection algorithm provided by medspaCy 862

(Eyre et al., 2021). 863

864

MeSH Linking. Finally, the set of filtered entities 865

is linked to MeSH terms using scispaCy. Entities 866

not linked to MeSH terms are discarded. MeSH 867

terms linked in clinical notes and abstracts are used 868

to compute TF-IDF vectors for the sparse retrieval 869

model. 870

Bi-Encoder Given a query clinical note Q and an 871

abstract document Di, a BERT-based encoder is 872

used to compute dense embedding representations 873

EQ and EDi . A scoring function S is defined as the 874

Euclidean distance between query and document 875

embeddings: 876

S(Q,Di) = ‖EQ − EDi‖2 (5) 877

Documents closest to the query vector in the em- 878

bedding space are returned as top-ranked results. 879

The bi-encoder is trained using a triplet loss func- 880

tion defined as follows: 881
882

L(Q,D+
i , D

−
i ) = 883

max(S(Q,D+
i )− S(Q,D−i ) +m, 0) (6) 884

Here D+
i is an abstract more relevant to the clin- 885

ical note Q than D−i and m is a margin value. 886

We use PubmedBERT (Gu et al., 2021) as the en- 887

coder and train our bi-encoder using the dataset 888

from the TREC 2016 clinical decision support task 889

(Roberts et al., 2016).9 This dataset consists of 890

30 de-identified EHR notes, along with ∼1000 891

PubMed abstracts per note marked for relevance. 892

We select relevant abstracts per note as positive 893

candidates (D+
i ), and irrelevant abstracts for the 894

same note as negative candidates (D−i ). 895

Outcome prediction module training. We use 896

a weighted cross-entropy loss function to handle 897

class imbalance. Given a dataset with N total ex- 898

amples, c classes and ni examples in class i, class 899

weights are computed as follows: 900

wi =
N

c · ni
(7) 901

9We do not use data from TREC 2014 and 2015 since
they use idealized case reports instead of actual EHR notes.
Combining all three datasets degraded performance, likely due
to differences in language between case reports and EHRs.
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PMV MOR LOS

LM AUROC Micro F1 AUROC Micro F1 AUROC Micro F1

ClinicalBERT (Full) 54.66 53.93 81.78 86.34 70.94 40.00
ClinicalBERT (Disc.) 54.91 54.21 81.78 86.34 71.44 40.36
CORe 54.98 54.35 81.58 84.85 69.15 37.94
BLUEBERT 56.60 55.34 82.40 84.75 71.87 41.93
UMLSBERT 57.42 55.48 83.31 87.29 71.60 41.84

Table 5: Performance of various language models trained on clinical and biomedical text on all clinical outcomes.
For ClinicalBERT, Disc. and Full refer respectively to variants trained on discharge summaries only and both
discharge summaries and nursing notes.

Category Exact F1

Overall 86.66
Test 87.48
Problem 86.53
Treatment 86.03

Table 6: Entity extraction model performance on i2b2
2010 test set

We use Adam optimizer, treating initial learning902

rate as a hyperparameter. All models are imple-903

mented in PyTorch, and we use Huggingface im-904

plementations for all pretrained language models.905

C Hyperparameter Tuning906

We do a grid search over the following hyperpa-907

rameter values for each aggregation:908

Learning Rate (LR): [5e-4, 1e-5, 5e-5, 1e-6,5e-6]909

Number of top abstracts (k): [1, 5, 10]910

Gradient accumulation steps (GA): [10, 20]911

This hyperparameter grid stays consistent across912

all outcome prediction experiments. For all experi-913

ments, we currently report the outcome of a single914

run.915

D Computing Infrastructure916

Our experiments were carried out on 2 AWS917

p3.16xlarge instances, which are 8-GPU machines918

with 16 GB RAM per GPU. All our experiments919

can be run on a single 16 GB GPU.920

E Results from Learning To Retrieve921

Model922

Given a note Q, we first obtain a set of top 100 rel-923

evant abstracts (Docs(Q) = {D1, ..., D100}) from924

the BEEP retrieve-rerank pipeline. The retriever925

component is then defined as follows: 926

EQ = BERTQ(Q) (8) 927

EDi = BERTD(Di) (9) 928

Sretr(Q,Di) = cosine(EQ, EDi) (10) 929

BERTQ(X) and BERTD(X) are the query and 930
document encoder functions. Based on retriever 931

scores Sretr, we select the top k abstracts and per- 932

form outcome prediction using the same structure 933

as the BEEP outcome prediction module. We also 934

add the following early update loss term to the 935

outcome loss for the retriever component: 936

Pearly(Di|Q) =
exp(Sretr(Q,Di))∑

Dj∈Docs(Q) exp(Sretr(Q,Dj))

(11)

937

Learly = − log
∑

Dj∈Docs(Q)

yjPearly(Dj |Q)

(12)

938

where yj is set to 1 if using document Dj alongside 939

Q results in a confidence increase in the correct out- 940

come (as per BEEP) and 0 otherwise. Our L2R 941

model does not improve performance over BEEP 942

(results in Table 7). We speculate that this may 943

partly be due to the fact that the heuristic we use to 944

assign yj values in early update loss is not as accu- 945

rate as the one used by Lee et al. (2019) (directly 946

checking for presence of the answer in a document, 947

for the reading comprehension task). 948

Table 7 presents results for the learning-to- 949

retrieve model on all clinical outcomes using 950

UMLSBERT as the encoder. From the table, we 951

can see that while L2R improves performance over 952

a notes-only baseline, its performance is compara- 953

ble to BEEP. As mentioned earlier, we speculate 954

that this may partly be attributed to the fact that the 955

heuristic we use to assign yj values in early update 956

loss is not as accurate as the one used by Lee et al. 957
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PMV MOR LOS

Model AUROC Micro F1 Macro F1 AUROC Micro F1 Macro F1 AUROC Micro F1 Macro F1

UMLSBERT 56.44 56.07 54.97 83.34 87.93 66.93 72.19 43.12 42.20
+Avg 54.17 53.53 41.51 84.54 90.47 60.53 71.90 44.88 41.26
+SVote 54.29 52.82 39.93 84.50 90.51 61.10 72.17 45.56 41.68
+WVote 57.60 56.50 55.93 83.92 90.54 61.20 72.72 46.46 42.17
+WAvg 58.65 55.79 53.68 84.68 90.59 62.78 72.16 45.04 40.87

Table 7: Performance of learning to retrieve (L2R) model on all clinical outcomes using the UMLSBERT language
model

PMV MOR LOS

Model AUROC Micro F1 Macro F1 AUROC Micro F1 Macro F1 AUROC Micro F1 Macro F1

CORe 55.91 53.96 53.71 79.96 78.92 62.46 71.52 42.59 42.33
+Avg 58.76 55.51 55.43 82.41 84.67 66.06 71.99 40.54 40.39
+SVote 58.40 58.62 55.23 81.90 89.90 55.76 71.35 45.07 40.16
+WVote 58.03 56.92 53.14 82.81 89.87 53.16 70.96 44.74 39.73
+WAvg 57.53 55.51 55.49 81.98 81.86 64.63 71.17 39.48 39.67

Table 8: Performance of baseline and literature-augmented outcome prediction models on all clinical outcomes
using the CORe language model

PMV MOR LOS

Model AUROC Micro F1 Macro F1 AUROC Micro F1 Macro F1 AUROC Micro F1 Macro F1

BLUEBERT – – – – – – – – –
+Avg 55.72 54.38 46.95 68.72 89.49 47.23 63.40 39.40 29.15
+SVote 57.11 56.50 52.21 71.04 89.49 48.73 63.46 39.41 28.90
+WVote 55.83 53.25 43.43 71.00 89.50 48.73 63.40 39.56 27.52
+WAvg 56.99 55.65 47.97 71.39 89.48 49.26 63.46 39.34 27.99

UMLSBERT – – – – – – – – –
+Avg 59.15 55.37 50.79 71.22 89.49 48.54 63.84 39.49 30.30
+SVote 56.53 55.09 51.76 69.31 89.50 47.71 63.14 38.95 27.12
+WVote 57.06 54.38 53.77 70.54 89.46 49.34 63.46 39.40 27.55
+WAvg 56.99 54.94 54.29 70.04 89.46 49.16 63.51 39.51 28.32

Table 9: Performance of models that only use retrieved literature for outcome prediction on all clinical outcomes

<3 days >=3 and <=7 days >7 and <=14 days >14 days

Model Prec@10 Rec@10 Prec@10 Rec@10 Prec@10 Rec@10 Prec@10 Rec@10

BLUEBERT 47.6 37.11 61.09 16.14 44.98 14.15 50.74 26.93
+Avg 54.23 24.0 60.64 16.02 45.45 14.49 49.48 25.66
+SVote 54.48 27.12 62.12 16.41 46.38 14.97 51.33 26.87
+WVote 55.73 21.68 61.66 16.29 46.68 12.78 47.99 25.18
+WAvg 52.48 28.28 60.75 16.05 47.33 15.12 51.03 26.99

UMLSBERT 47.33 37.11 59.95 15.84 44.83 13.04 48.92 25.97
+Avg 53.08 26.14 60.41 15.96 48.3 15.27 49.6 26.03
+SVote 52.37 28.55 59.5 15.72 44.38 14.38 49.36 25.72
+WVote 57.22 27.21 64.28 16.98 45.43 14.78 50.4 26.33
+WAvg 52.86 20.61 59.84 15.81 44.9 14.38 48.44 25.24

Table 10: Precision and recall scores for top 10% high-confidence predictions per class (precision/recall@TOP-K)
for LOS.
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(2019) (directly checking for presence of answer958

in document, for the reading comprehension task).959

We believe that experimenting with other sources960

of supervision to generate yj values and weighting961

mechanisms to better combine outcome and early962

update losses might lead to larger improvements,963

but we leave those to future work.964

F Literature-Augmented Outcome965

Prediction with CORe966

Table 8 shows the overall performance of our967

literature-augmented outcome prediction system968

on all three clinical outcomes when the CORe lan-969

guage model is used as an encoder. From this970

table, we can see that adding literature improves971

performance in this setting as well (with the ex-972

ception of macro F1 on length of stay). However973

the overall scores are lower than the settings in974

which UMLSBERT and BLUEBERT are used as975

encoders (Table 2).976

G Literature-Only Outcome Prediction977

To quantitatively test the quality of the retrieved978

literature, we run an ablation study in which we979

predict the clinical outcome using only the litera-980

ture retrieved for a specific patient case, without981

incorporating any information from the patient clin-982

ical note. Table 9 shows the results for this ablation983

study, using both BLUEBERT and UMLSBERT984

encoders. From this table, we can see that while985

removing the clinical note leads to performance986

drops, especially on mortality and length of stay,987

the retrieved literature does have some predictive988

ability. We take this as indication that the retrieved989

literature contains some clinical indicators associ-990

ated with the outcome, that are also present in the991

patient’s clinical note.992

H Analyzing High Confidence Increases993

Over Baseline994

Finally, we also examine an alternate way of us-995

ing high-confidence predictions made by our mod-996

els. We run both baseline and literature-augmented997

systems, and only consider predictions from the998

literature-augmented system that show a high in-999

crease in confidence, such as > 10% increase rela-1000

tive to the baseline predictions for the same cases.1001

Tables 11a and 11b show the precision scores of all1002

models on prolonged mechanical ventilation and1003

mortality in this setting. We can see that precision1004

scores in this setting are fairly high, especially for1005

Model No PMV PMV

BLUEBERT+Avg 55.47 57.48
BLUEBERT+SVote 56.82 55.56
BLUEBERT+WVote 62.50 62.67
BLUEBERT+WAvg 56.34 61.29

UMLSBERT+Avg 63.71 60.71
UMLSBERT+SVote 50.39 65.62
UMLSBERT+WVote 61.83 59.09
UMLSBERT+WAvg 57.80 63.33

(a) Precision on PMV, when considering cases for which
literature-augmented models achieve >10% increase in predic-
tion confidence over baseline.

Model No MOR MOR

BLUEBERT+Avg 87.91 69.77
BLUEBERT+SVote 87.49 75.00
BLUEBERT+WVote 86.99 76.09
BLUEBERT+WAvg 87.29 77.68

UMLSBERT+Avg 85.33 83.33
UMLSBERT+SVote 90.33 31.01
UMLSBERT+WVote 86.66 52.17
UMLSBERT+WAvg 85.29 60.00

(b) Precision on MOR, when considering cases for which
literature-augmented models achieve >10% increase in predic-
tion confidence over baseline.

the negative class in mortality prediction. Most av- 1006

eraging variants also do well on the positive class 1007

in mortality prediction. 1008

I Examples of Literature For Incorrect 1009

Outcome Cases 1010

We categorize examples into the following: 1011

1. Patient condition and outcome directly related 1012
2. Patient history and outcome related 1013
3. Known outcome indicators not present in patient 1014
4. Ongoing treatment and outcome related 1015
5. No cohort match 1016
6. No/weak condition match 1017
7. Condition-outcome pair not studied 1018
8. No evidence for outcome/Weak evidence for di- 1019

rect relationship between patient condition and 1020

outcome 1021

From table 12, we can see that retrieved literature 1022

from unhelpful categories often does not match 1023

patient characteristics. The first case discusses a 1024

patient who has had an ICD firing incident, but 1025

the retrieved literature discusses ICD implantation 1026

therapy. While related, there is no discussion of the 1027

impact of ICD firing on various clinical outcomes. 1028

For the second case, we see that the retrieved 1029

article discusses strokes in general, without match- 1030

ing any of the patient’s indications or demographic 1031

characteristics. Moreover, the outcome of interest 1032

(mortality) is mentioned briefly, but links between 1033

the outcome and patient conditions are not studied. 1034
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Patient EHR Retrieved Abstract Evidence Type Outcome

CHIEF COMPLAINT: ICD firing
PRESENT ILLNESS: 57 yo M pre-
senting s/p ICD discharges...shocks pre-
ceded by prodrome of dizziness,...and
was shocked once...Has not had ICD fir-
ing prior to these events since implant
MEDICAL HISTORY: Heart failure...

...assess if selected clinical markers of
organ dysfunction were associated with
increased 1-year mortality despite ICD
therapy...Clinical markers of liver dys-
function, recent mechanical ventilation,
and renal impairment were indepen-
dently associated with increased 1 year
mortality...

Weak condition match,
condition-outcome pair not
studied

PMV

CHIEF COMPLAINT: acute onset
right hemiplegia and aphasia
PRESENT ILLNESS: 84yo M...acute
onset of inability to speak and right
hemiplegia...head CT showed dense L
MCA and hypodensities in left inferior
frontal lobe and left corona radiata.
MEDICAL HISTORY: HTN Afib, off
coumadin...

Stroke is indicated by an abrupt manifes-
tation of neurologic deficits secondary
to an ischemic or hemorrhagic insult to
a region of the brain...ranked as the third
leading cause of death in the United
States...report shows that despite the use
of antithrombotic and/or antiplatelet ag-
gregating drugs, the key to stroke man-
agement is primary prevention.

No cohort match, condition-
outcome pair not studied

MOR

CHIEF COMPLAINT: Substernal
chest pain
PRESENT ILLNESS: ...62 yo M...
no prior cardiac history... substernal
CP... mild SOB, nausea, diaphoresis and
numbness in left arm...
MEDICAL HISTORY: foot surgery 2
weeks ago ?COPD ?gastritis?

..rising health care costs have created
pressures to increase efficiency of coro-
nary care units. Possible strategies seek
to decrease resource use by identify-
ing low-risk patients for initial triage or
early transfer to lower levels of care...

No cohort match, no evi-
dence for outcome

LOS <3
days

Table 12: Qualitative examples of retrieved literature that is categorized as unhelpful for cases where adding
literature increases confidence in incorrect outcome. Case 1 shows an example of retrieved literature that has a
weak match with patient condition, but no evidence linking condition to outcome. Case 2 shows an example in
which retrieved literature does not match patient case or contain evidence for outcome. Case 3 shows an example
of a review article that again does not match patient case or provide outcome evidence.

(a) PMV (b) MOR (c) LOS

Figure 4: Proportion of admission notes associated with the 100 most highly retrieved abstracts for each clinical
outcome. From these graphs, we can see that frequently-retrieved abstracts for LOS are associated with a larger
proportion of cases from the dataset, than frequently retrieved abstracts for PMV and MOR (indicative of lower
literature diversity in LOS).

Finally, the third case provides an example of a1035

common phenomenon we observe. There are a fair1036

number of review articles retrieved that do not have1037

strong evidential statements in the abstract. For1038

the third case, the retrieved abstract discusses the1039

need for early triage/transfer (which could lead to1040

low length of stay), but then do not provide any1041

conclusive evidence.1042
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